
Slip-Fitter Mount (SF)                    (PC)

ORDERING 
INFORMATION

The Legacy Area light is a group of premium architectural 
LED lights designed to illuminate parking areas, pathways, 
building facades, loading docks and a wide variety of other 
large general site lighting applications.  Slip-fitter mount 
makes the 150W Legacy Area Light a versatile light for 
flood lighting, pole, ground and wall mounted area lighting 
and other outdoor lighting requirements.

LEGACY AREA LIGHT 150W PC (photocell)

. Standard in 5000K 

. 100-277V AC input voltage providing long-life LEDs with 
50,000 hours of operation (Ta=86 F @LM70)
. 22,500 lumens
. Philipps Lumileds LED chips                                                               
. Premium SOSEN driver 
. . Die cast aluminum housing with durable dark bronze 
powder coat finish with at least 2 mils thick on all surfaces 
and a heat resistant polycabonate lens.
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. Power factor > 0.90                                                                            

. Universal 100-277 AC voltage (50-60 Hz) 

. Total harmonic distortion <20%

. Color rendering Index >80                                                              

. Dusk to Dawn sensor included

. Easy installation in new construction or retrofit

. . Wireway enclosure is sealed with a water-tight, silicon 
rubber gasket                                                                             
. 0-10 Dimmable. Dims down to 10%

. ETL

. DLC Listed

. IP65 “wet Location” rated 

. Flicker free per IEEE 1789-2015 (no observable adverse 
effects of flicker at 100% light output level)
. 5-year warranty on all electronics and housing

STANDARD

Warranty & Listing

Mounting and Dimensions

. Slip-fitter mounting is adjustable up to 90 degrees in both directions.

Our 150W LED area light 
comes with a free twist-lock 
photocell sensor. It can be 
installed with a push and a 
click

Photocell Sensor “Dusk to Dawn”

If you don’t need the 
Photocell Sensor, you  can 
swap the Blue cap with the 
shorting black cap with a 
push  and click.

Features

150 LU / W 



PC)

150W - 22,500 LUMENS

* contact manufacturer to special order

LEGACY AREA LIGHT 150W PC Photocell 

150 LM /W 

22,500 LM  
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Photometric Data

Accessories

Shields
Half Full

CLL-LGCY-SM-HGS CLL-LGCY-SM-FGS


